
More info about Joseph.  
 
The story of Joseph is undoubtedly one of the most gripping and thrilling narratives in the 
entire Bible. Coming at the tail end of Genesis, it depicts God’s faithfulness to fulfil the 
covenant that he made with Abraham, by rescuing and preserving the family through whom 
God was going to bless the whole world.  
 
Joseph is a man who consistently trusted God, despite the fact that he endured incredibly 
difficult hardships and injustices which were both physically taxing and emotionally costly. 
“Adversity did not harden his character. Prosperity did not ruin him. He was the same in 
private as in public. He was a truly great man” (Boice). 
 
Throughout many occasions in this Genesis narrative, Joseph foreshadows the Lord Jesus 
Christ. He was hated and rejected by his own, and eventually sold for pieces of silver (37:18-
28). He was falsely accused and punished for crimes he did not commit (39:11-20). He forgives 
those who hurt him (45:5) and makes provision to bless and preserve those who rejected him 
(45:21-28). 
 

Author. 
 
The New Testament attributes the authorship of Genesis to Moses, as with the entire 
Pentateuch. There is some dispute over this, since there are moments in the story which 
would require knowledge of the kingdom of Israel well and truly after his death.1 However, 
there are other moments that display a personal knowledge of Egypt and could only come 
from someone who had at the very least been there.2 The evidence is inconclusive, but if it 
wasn’t Moses, the immense skill and insight required to author a book of this magnitude 
means that its chief architect had to be someone of comparable stature.  
 

Story.  
 
Joseph is a story about a young man whose spiteful brothers sell him into slavery and trick 
their father into thinking his beloved son was dead. But Joseph was not dead; quite the 
opposite in fact. As a slave in Potiphar’s house Joseph rises in position to the manager of the 
household. But after being falsely accused he is thrown into prison, where he meets a 
cupbearer, who one day will provide for him an opportunity to stand before Pharaoh himself. 
Joseph does not disappoint, and Pharaoh appoints him to be the Prime Minister over Egypt 
and to help prepare for the impending famine.  

 
1 Gen 36:31ff., for instance tells of the kings who reigned in Edom before any king reigned over the Israelites.  
2 Gen 47:11 details a knowledge of where the best parts of the land were for livestock in Egypt.  



 
The famine reaches the brothers, and they are forced to go down to Egypt to buy grain. When 
Joseph sees his brothers, he conceals his identity from them for a while before breaking down 
and embracing them. They bring their father to Egypt and the whole family settles there. God 
sovereignly works good through mankind’s evil plans.   
 
The Joseph story is also a continuation of the Abraham, Isaac, Jacob story; how God chose 
and preserved a family line to be his people and to possess a land for his glory. Accordingly, 
Joseph’s story cannot be read in isolation from either the story of his forefathers or the story 
of the Exodus. Not only is his life impacted by the good and the bad decisions that these men 
made, but he is also part of a grander story of God electing and blessing a people to be his 
family and be a light to the world. Joseph’s actions are vital to the survival of Israel, and it is 
through his faith in God that this family is preserved; the family into which King David will be 
born, and ultimately Jesus—the true blessing for the whole world.  
 
The story begins in Canaan and even though the promises in Genesis 12 and 15 seem to 
indicate that Canaan is the ultimate destination for this family, the story ends in Egypt. The 
reason for this is because the story of Joseph sets the stage for the Exodus; that great 
departure of a nation of slaves from Egypt towards the land that God had promised them. 
The story of Exodus is a story of redemption and ultimately forms the bedrock of the story of 
salvation whereby God would demonstrate his amazing grace towards sinners. Joseph is a 
crucial character in the entire Bible, and as the audience, we ought to play close attention to 
what God does through this man.  
 

Narrative Structure 

A 37:2–11 Joseph the Dreamer 
B 37:12–36 Jacob Mourns the “Death” of Joseph 

C 38:1–30 Judah and Tamar 
D 39:1–23 Joseph’s Enslavement in Egypt 

E 40:1–41:57 Joseph, Savior of Egypt 
F 42:1–43:34 Journeys of Brothers to Egypt 

G 44:1–34 Joseph Tests the Brothers 
Gʹ 45:1–28 Joseph Reveals His identity 

Fʹ 46:1–27 Journey of Family to Egypt 
Eʹ 46:28–47:12 Joseph, Savior of Family 

Dʹ 47:13–31 Joseph’s Enslavement of the Egyptians 
Cʹ 48:1–49:28 Jacob Favors Joseph and Judah 

Bʹ 49:29–50:14 Joseph Mourns the Death of Jacob 
Aʹ 50:15–26 Joseph the Provider 

 



Major Themes. 
 
The Sovereignty of God.  
 
One of the really fascinating aspects of Genesis as a whole is the fact that God only makes 
appearances here and there. Compared to Exodus where God is the main actor, in Genesis 
God seems more like the director or the producer—behind the scenes, and only stepping in 
when he deems absolutely necessary; normally to remind the patriarchs of his faithfulness 
towards the covenant that he made with them. Despite the rarity of his attendance, the hand 
of God is so spectacularly evident throughout the book, that it’s impossible to deny.  
 
Initially it seems that God sets the trajectory of events and then leaves it to see what happens, 
like someone winding up a clock and then watching it run. But the sheer amount of “it just so 
happened moments” prove this to be nonsense. God is perfectly involved in every aspect of 
the storyline, which the characters eventually pick up on towards the end. The crescendo of 
his sovereignty erupts in Joseph’s famous statement, “You meant evil against me, but God 
meant it for good.”  
 
Egypt.  
 
One of the key protagonists in Joseph’s story is the nation of Egypt itself. Egypt is where 
Abraham convinced his wife Sarah to tell Pharaoh that she was his sister. Egypt is where 
Joseph is taken as a slave, where he is betrayed, and then thrown in prison. Egypt is also 
where Joseph is promoted and excels. The brothers are reluctant to go to Egypt. Jacob is 
reluctant to send Benjamin to Egypt, and even afraid to go himself. Egypt becomes the place 
of sanctuary and prosperity for God’s people. 
 
But eventually Egypt becomes the place where God’s people are enslaved, and it is the place 
from where God redeems them. Even after God’s people are rescued from slavery, the 
Egypt/slave mindset still resided in their minds. Indeed, the name of Egypt became 
synonymous with God’s redemptive activity in his people; “I am the Lord your God who 
bought you up out of the land of Egypt.” The Egyptian influence over Canaan had to be cut 
off for Israel to fully dwell there in the time of Joshua, and God had to warn Israel to not get 
into alliances with Egypt (Is 30:1-3). To quote Gary Miller, “Nothing good ever came from 
going down to Egypt.” 
 
The Israelite/Egyptian relationship in the Old Testament is long and complex. Much of the 
complexity stems from the story of Joseph. 
 



God’s Covenant with mankind.   
 
The story of Joseph is a continuation of the entire story of Genesis, namely the covenant that 
God made with Abraham in Genesis 12 and 15. In fact it is the fulfillment of what God told 
Abraham in Genesis 15:13-14. Joseph therefore proves crucial to an overall understanding of 
God’s covenant, namely that he is faithful to keep his promises. This is what Jacob is reminded 
of in 46:1-7, and it’s what Joseph repeats to his brothers in 50:24.  

Election 
 
One of the driving forces behind the story of Joseph is the election of younger sons. It was 
customary in those days that the oldest son was the primary heir of the blessings and 
promises of the father. However, the Joseph story makes it clear that God cares little for these 
customs of man, and instead flexes his sovereign hand in electing those whom he desires. We 
read at the beginning that Joseph is the favored son to oversee and manage his brothers on 
his fathers’ behalf (37:3), and it is Ephraim, Joseph’s youngest son, who receives the principal 
blessing from Jacob over his older brother Manasseh (48:14). 
 
As Boice writes, “The Bible is full of hope for younger sons.” Isaac was a younger son; Jacob 
was a younger son. So was Moses, Gideon, and David. This gives us immense hope! God exalts 
those whom he desires, regardless of their race, gender, intelligence, moral character, or any 
other factor.  
 

Dreams 
 
There are three significant moments in the narrative that deal with the topic of dreams. 
Joseph dreams two dreams and his brothers interpret them (Gen 37:5-11), two prisoners have 
dreams and Joseph interprets them (Gen 40:5-19), and then Pharaoh has two dreams, and 
Joseph not only interprets them, but also implements a strategic program to avert what the 
dreams foretells. This raises some questions: what is God’s purpose in dreams like these? Can 
all dreams be interpreted to mean something? Can we take this too far? We all have had 
some kind of experience with dreams; some people put a lot of stock in them, whereas as 
others are more ready to dismiss them. How should we proceed? 
 
There are a couple of things that are of note in our text. Firstly, the story of Joseph antecede’s 
the prophets and the law. In fact, when you consider the great storyline of the Bible, the early 
Jewish Fathers were very much on their own. Being the founders of the great nation of Israel, 
they didn’t their own national customs forged into their DNA, nor did they have a culture that 
guided them, or have a law to obey. They were very much on their own, and so dreams and 
visions were sometimes how God spoke to them (15:12-16; 28:10-17).  
 



This does not mean that God always speaks in dreams or even that he does so at all in our 
day. It is worth noting, for example, how little significance dreams have in the Bible. The Bible 
is a big book covering many thousands of years of history. But there are only three places in 
the Bible where dreams figure prominently. In the Old Testament they are restricted to 
Genesis and Daniel.3  
 
The second thing we can learn from our text is that the dreams never point to themselves; 
not a great deal is made about the dreams, but rather what they point to. The emphasis of 
this chapter is not on the psychological phenomenon of the dreams but on the interpretation 
of them by Joseph. Sometimes we are tempted to make a big deal about dreams and visions, 
but they are really in place to point us towards something else, namely Jesus.  
 
It can be rather difficult to discern the proper place for dreams in our own Christian faith. We 
can gain a helpful guide from the fourth chapter of John’s first epistle. He writes, “Beloved, do 
not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God” (1 John 4:1). 
Like all things that come our way, we ought to test that thing to see if it is from God. What 
should we test it against? The word of God. Whatever dreams we might have, we know that 
God has revealed him sufficiently in his word, and we ought to trust his word.  
 

Family Dysfunction.  
 
Right from the outset, we are introduced to a family that is highly dysfunctional. Consider a 
few of the relationships: Jacob himself has a problem of favouritism (especially when we think 
of Leah and Rachel), Simeon and Levi deceive their father and take revenge on behalf of their 
sister Dinah (chapter 34), not to mention Judah and his funky relationship to his daughter-in-
law, Tamar. The exaltation of Joseph over his brothers is problematic, and this continues with 
Benjamin later on in the story. Jacob sends Joseph to spy on his brothers. The brothers 
conspire to kill their brother, then sell him for profit, and allow their father to create and 
believe a lie about him. Even at the end, the brothers lie to Joseph about something their 
father never said.  
 

Minor Themes.  
 
There are handful of other important themes which we will encounter in our journey from 
Genesis 37—50, including (but not limited to) forgiveness and reconciliation, sexual 
temptation and immorality, anger and jealousy. We will examine these themes as we go.  
 
 

 
3 In the New Testament people sometimes had visions, as John did on the island of Patmos. But strictly speaking, 
there are only six dreams, and all these occur in Matthew. 


